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ABSTRACT
Resilient multicast is a challenging issue for overlay trees particularly because of high churn. In this work,
we propose a mechanism that allows scalable video multicast. While the regular operation involves treepush of the video, any node that looses its parent on the tree solicits video from a predetermined backup set
of nodes in a mesh-pull fashion. The main idea is to allocate less bandwidth for backup to improve
bandwidth utilization while maintaining the best possible video quality. The choice of essential design
parameters are studied together with seamlessness of the streaming under variety of fault scenarios.
Simulation results indicate the optimality of the proposed approach as far as resiliency, bandwidth
utilization, delay and video quality are concerned.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In peer to peer (P2P) communications, it is well known that tree-push type of approaches provide
smaller overhead in utilization of network resources when there is no failure, but fail to provide
resilience unless a considerable bandwidth is reserved idle for back-up [1]. Mesh-pull type of
approaches [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9] introduced efficient solutions for resilience while
introducing overhead network traffic due to excessive control messaging and/or redundant data
packets. Since churn is high, node failure rate is considerably high in peer to peer networks.
Hence tree based approach needs to consider this fact.
To provide a solution to the problem, backup parent concept was proposed together with degree
constrained optimal tree [10], [11]. In case of parent failure, a tree node connects to a predetermined backup parent that has adequate idle bandwidth. By this way, the tree is repaired and
multicast can resume. Nomination of backup parent in advance prevents waste of time for backup
search. This is classified as a “proactive strategy” in the literature [10], [11]. The problem with
this approach is that the nodes should reserve idle bandwidth that can stream video with a
predetermined rate. This, in turn, reduces bandwidth utilization. In order to increase bandwidth
utilization, backup slots are reserved in accordance with video layers where scalable video is
streamed in [12].
On the other hand, although mesh based systems are resilient to peer churn but they suffer
playback lag among peers. The nodes having large playback lag with other nodes in the system
may not use their upload bandwidth [13] and this reduces bandwidth utilization of the system.
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In this paper, we propose a new hybrid strategy in which regular streaming involves multicast
through the nodes of a pre-constructed tree whereas streaming from backup involves a mesh-pull
type of mechanism that does not require reservation of hefty idle bandwidth for each connection.
Best effort is spent to provide high quality video when failure occurs.
The contributions of our work are as follows: First, we present a novel backup strategy that
involves a hybrid mechanism suitable for scalable video. Second, we propose a new adaptive
hybrid push-pull P2P video-on-demand streaming system. After multicast tree is constructed, this
system having the tree push based structure is converted into the mesh based structure if node
failure rate increases. By this adaptive approach, we may keep advantages of both tree push and
mesh pull systems. Our proposed system is resilient to peer churn while the playback lag between
peers is small. We present a simulation-based comparative evaluation against tree-push only
strategy in which full bandwidth channel reservation is made for possible disconnected nodes.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section two, related work on multicast trees
together with error resilience problem is addressed. In section three, the proposed hybrid method
for resilience together with its algorithms is given. In section four, simulation results that compare
the proposed method with non-hybrid case are given. Finally, in section five, concluding remarks
are made.

2. RELATED WORK
The error resilience problem in multicast trees has been addressed in many of the studies
including [5], [12], [14], [15], [16]. [12] addresses the real-time issues in resilience, [14] and [15]
discuss the optimal tree formation problem, [5], [16] discuss scalability and bandwidth utilization
issues associated to resilience. [17] addresses recovery time and associated buffer requirement
problem.
Resilience technique on multicast tree concentrates on repairing the tree in case failure happens.
In [5] and [18], nodes are clustered according to the delay values between the nodes and cluster
leaders selected from each cluster are responsible to convey video data to their clusters. If these
relay nodes leave the system, a new cluster leader is selected and hence tree is repaired. Since
selecting a new cluster leader after the failure of the cluster leader may cause interrupt of display,
selecting backup nodes before failure is proposed in the literature. For this purpose, some
backup mechanism is utilized by considering the capacity of each node. In [10], [19] and [20],
each node reserves a number of backup slots, each slot being able to stream baseline video and
nodes in the tree select their backup parents according to available backup capacity and RTT
value between candidate backup parent and themselves. Unfortunately, a portion of the backup
capacity reserved stays idle and bandwidth utilization reduces in the overall scheme. In simulation
studies, it has been observed that half of the available bandwidth should be reserved for backup to
provide acceptable resilience [21].
In order to make use of advantages of both tree based and mesh based systems, many hybrid
based systems are proposed in the literature [22], [23], [24]. Most hybrid systems construct more
than one multicast tree [22] and send different parts of the video data over those trees [25]. In
figure 1, an example overlay architecture used in such systems is illustrated. In the figure, source
node splits the video up to two streams called stream 1 and stream 2. The packets belonging to
different streams follow different paths on the tree. A node can be an interior node in one tree and
can be a leaf node in another tree as it can be seen from the figure. This structure provides
robustness since the nodes still receive the video packets from another tree after experiencing
parent failure in one tree.
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Figure 1. An example of a multitree based hybrid overlay network.

These video partitions can be obtained by using Multiple Description Codec (MDC) [26] and
each received description increases the received video quality [27], [28], [29], [30]. However
such systems have longer playback delay when compared to tree based systems. In [23], stable
nodes construct a tree backbone and unstable nodes connect to the system in a mesh structure.
Some hybrid systems utilize cloud or Content Distribution Network (CDN) servers [31], [32],
[33], [34]. The main purpose of implementing a cloud based or CDN based service is to recover
lost packets by retransmission so that higher QoE is obtained. In this work, we propose a hybrid
system that drastically differs from the existing work. The novelty of our system is in its adaptive
communication model implemented. Under normal operation, the system operates under treepush model. As the node failure rate goes up, the tree structure adapts into a mesh based system.
The proposed model utilizes the advantages of both tree based and mesh based systems thereby
providing low playback delay and robustness.
Our work here targets a new strategy in which less bandwidth is kept idle while maintaining the
same resilience level. We introduce new heuristics to modify backup parent pool approach
introduced in [12] to maximize resilience of the method of [21]. While [12] repairs the tree with
full capacity channel, the proposed approach of this work constructs a mesh of nodes that is
formed from members of designated backup parent pool of a particular layer of the tree plus the
disconnected node. Therefore, for those sub-trees in which churn has not occurred, the overlay
preserves its tree structure with root being the original source whereas roots of disconnected subtrees pull video from respective mesh and those sub-trees are effectively disconnected from the
root. This strategy allows reservation of smaller ratio of bandwidth as backup yet providing
higher resilience.

3. TREE-PUSH BROADCAST WITH MESH-PULL BACKUP
A variation of algorithm of [12] is used to construct the multicast tree. The algorithm considers
variety of factors in attempting to optimize performance. We briefly summarize properties of the
algorithm details of which are beyond the scope of this work. The heuristics of the algorithm of
[12] spend best effort to
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

Maximize average bandwidth from root to individual nodes
Minimize average delay from root to individual nodes
Maximize bandwidth utilization
Maximize resilience
Minimize average node depth

The algorithm of [12] constructs backup pools at each layer of the tree in which one or more
nodes are expected reserve some pre-determined portion of its total upload bandwidth for backup.
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It has been discussed that the higher (lower) the portion of the bandwidth reserved for backup, the
higher the resilience (the higher the bandwidth utilization).
In this work, we aimed at reducing overhead of this reserving backup approach while maintaining
a comparable resilience. For this purpose, rather than allocating a complete video bandwidth to a
disconnected node, we propose to construct a mesh-pull that is formed from the disconnected
node and the backup set of a particular tree layer. By this way, for a particular node, we avoid
allocating an integral amount of video bandwidth for backup. As a tradeoff the streaming quality
to the disconnected sub-tree may decrease due to delays caused by the mesh-pull.
We will assume that we stream scalable video that consists of a base and an enhancement layer
that are going to be indicated by b and e respectively. Each tree layer will be indicated by l with
l=0 being the layer of the root. All nodes of each tree layer l will reserve some portion of their
total upload bandwidth less than b for backup and they all will take part in backup mesh of tree
layer l. When a node is disconnected from its parent, the algorithm of figure 2 is run in all nodes
to request backup from respective tree layers.
given l, the layer of the node on the broadcast tree
if
(reply for request backup from layer l-1)
then join the designated backup mesh;
else if (reply for request backup from layer l-2)
then join the designated backup mesh;
else if (reply for request backup from layer l)

else

then join the designated backup mesh;
abort streaming application;

Figure 2. Backup request heuristics

We note that the backup request heuristics solicits backup from backup meshes of three layers in
the vicinity of the disconnected node. The following algorithm runs in backup mesh leaders of all
of the tree layers when a backup request message is received.
if

(current backup capacity > b + e )
then grant b+e to the requesting node;

else if (current backup capacity > b )
then grant b to the requesting node;
else if (e being served to any node)
then run “victim selection for e” and grant b
to requesting node;
else

run “victim selection for b”
if
victim selected
then grant b to requesting node;
else
reject request;
Figure 3. Backup allocation heuristics
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We observe that when there is sufficient bandwidth, the backup allocation algorithm of a
particular tree layer attempts to allocate best video quality. As bandwidth shrinks, the allocation
algorithm attempts to allocate a base video quality with best effort. The following two algorithms
called “victim selection for e” and “victim selection for b” are given in figure 4 and figure 5
respectively. The algorithms determine the criteria on dropping sending enhancement and base
quality videos respectively.
given l, the layer of mesh on the broadcast tree
if
(e being served to any orphan at l-2)
then choose an orphan as victim from layer l-2;
else if (e being served to any orphan at l-1)
then choose an orphan as victim from layer l-1;
else if (e being served to any orphan at l)
then choose an orphan as victim from layer l;
else

choose the lowest bandwidth-highest delay child as
a victim from layer l-1;
Figure 4. Enhancement victim selection (victim selection for e) algorithm

We note that enhancement victim selection algorithm attempts to drop enhancement from the
lowest layer first. The layers are then scanned to find an enhancement being served. Since the
algorithm is called when e is being served to some node, there will always be a victim selected.
Victim selection for b algorithm also scans the layers starting from the lowest layer served. If the
request node is in a higher layer of tree as compared to a node being served, then request node is
given higher priority. Ultimately, the request node will always find a backup from its own layer
due to its priority.
given

l=the layer of mesh on the broadcast tree,
rl=layer of the requesting node

if

(rl=l+2)
then
reject request;

else if (rl = l+1)
then
if (there exists an orphan in l+2 with b served)
then select orphan as victim;
else reject request;
else if (there exists an orphan in l+2 with b served)
then select orphan as victim;
else if (there exists an orphan in l+1 with b served)
then select orphan as victim;
else if (there exists a child in l+1 with b served)
then choose the lowest bandwidth-highest delay child as
a victim;
else reject request;
Figure 5. Base victim selection (victim selection for b) algorithm
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(b) One of the tree layer 2 nodes fail and its children join the upper layer backup mesh
Figure 6. Outlook of overlay topology

When capacity is allocated in order to supply backup to the requesting node, the node sends the
buffer maps to the set of selected backup parents. Since selected backup parents are always at the
same tree layer according to given heuristics, the playback lag between them is expected to be
small. Thus, for backup requesting node, it is not difficult to schedule chunk requests. Figure 6
demonstrates the outlook of the overlay topology. In figure 6.a, original multicast tree is given
when no failure has occurred yet. We note that every non-leaf node in a particular tree layer acts
as the root of a subtree in regular broadcast operation and acts as a member of the respective
backup mesh simultaneously. Figure 6.b demonstrates the situation when a layer 2 node fails and
two of its children take part in the upper layer mesh and receive packets in a mesh-pull fashion.

4. SIMULATION RESULTS
4.1. Simulation Testbed
In order to measure performance of the proposed algorithm, a network of 500 nodes is
constructed by using GT-ITM module [35]. After creating the network topology, distances, i.e.
round trip time values between nodes are calculated in NS2 environment [36] by using the
shortest physical path between nodes. The tree construction algorithm is then implemented by
considering two different strategies: In the first strategy, tree-push mechanism that involves
repairing tree by re-allocating a full bandwidth channel to each disconnected node is utilized. In
the second strategy, the hybrid backup policy of the proposed method is considered. Both of the
strategies are tested in local simulator which enables running simulations with large amount of
nodes. Comparisons are carried out by examining received bit-rate, network utilization and total
delay from source to destination.
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Video file used in the experiments are encoded using layered codec and has base layer with 500
Kbps and base plus enhancement layer with 1000 Kbps. The range of the upload bandwidth of the
nodes is between 0 and 2200 Kbps with average being 1200 kbps. The single source node that is
in the root of the tree is assumed to be in the system throughout the streaming period. In tree-push
strategy, each node having surplus upload bandwidth reserves backup capacity that is adequate
for at least on child.

4.2. Comparisons
Figure 7 examines the distribution of total delay from the source to individual nodes. We observe
that delay has considerably reduced in the proposed method due to fact that tree-push reserves a
hefty backup capacity that reduces the number of children connected to a high upload bandwidth
node thereby increasing the average depth of the nodes. The delay from source to destination in
the hybrid system is limited to 3 seconds while this value reaches up to 30 seconds in the treepush system.
CDF Graph of Total Delay
1.20

CDF (x<X)

1.00
0.80
0.60
0.40
0.20
0.00

x: Time (in sec)
Tree with Backup Reservation

Hybrid Mesh Tree

Figure 7. CDF Graph of Total Delay: From Source to Destination
Table 1. Comparative hop count values.

Average number of
hop counts
Maximum hop count

Tree with Backup
Reservation

Hybrid Mesh Tree

124.75

6.99

249

8

In Table 1, average and maximum hop count values measured in both systems are given. Hop
count of a node equals to number of nodes on the path between the source and that node. For the
same number of nodes and same distribution of upload capacities of the nodes, tree based system
suffers from the reservation slots and maximum hop count value reaches to 249 while that value
equals to 8 for hybrid mesh tree based system. Hop count values directly affect the delay values
from source to destination. These values clarify the reason of obtained delay values given in
figure 7.
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Figure 8. Classification of the nodes according to the number of children.

We also classify the nodes in the system according to their number of children. The ratio of the
number of nodes having no child, one child and two children to the total number of nodes in the
system is given in figure 8. Nearly half of the nodes have one child in tree based system while
less than 5% of the nodes have one child in hybrid mesh tree based system. The main reason is
that the nodes reserve only small part of their upload capacity in hybrid tree based system; hence
most of the nodes have two children if upload capacity is enough to send video at the highest
bitrate. The graph also shows that ratio of the nodes having no child is 30 % in tree based and 50
% in hybrid mesh based systems. Note that considerable number of nodes having no child is freeriders, i.e. having zero upload capacity for both systems.
To evaluate the performance of the system under different node failure (churn) scenarios, the
nodes are forced to fail with a probability, f, that ranges between 0.1 and 0.6. The failure rates are
classified as low, medium and high according to respective slots of failure probabilities. Figure 9
examines bandwidth utilization at low failure rate. We observe that the proposed method yields
utilization above 70% while tree-push utilization is below 50%.
Utilization at Low Failure Rate
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Figure 9. CDF Graph of bandwidth utilization for low failure

Utilization at medium and high failure rates are given in figure 10 and figure 11, respectively. We
observe that the proposed method is still superior to tree-push strategy. Utilization decreases
while failure rate increases since the number of nodes having no child also increases. In Table 2,
the received bit-rate for nodes in the proposed system is given according to node failure rate.
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There is no disconnected node even if the node failure rate is high. The received bit-rate for treepush system is 1000 Kbps for almost all nodes since nodes experiencing parent failure can receive
video at the highest bit-rate when it is connected to a backup parent.
Utilization at Medium Failure Rate
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Figure 10. CDF Graph of bandwidth utilization for medium failure
Utilization at High Failure Rate
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Figure 11. CDF Graph of bandwidth utilization for high failure
Table 2. Percentage of nodes according to the received bitrate.

Received Bitrate

Failure
Probability

<500 Kbps

f=0.1
f=0.2
f=0.3
f=0.4
f=0.5
f=0.6

-

500 Kbps

1000 Kbps

28%
30%
68%
57%
39%
25%

72%
70%
32%
43%
61%
75%
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4. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we proposed a hybrid mechanism to exploit the efficiency of both tree-push and
mesh-pull methods. If churn is low, then tree-push dominates the multicast and obtains high
utilization of bandwidth due to a fraction of a channel bandwidth allocated for backup. If churn is
high, then mesh-pull dominates the overall mechanism. Simulations are carried out to compare
bandwidth utilization in tree-push only and proposed hybrid method and it has been observed that
the proposed method yields much better utilization of bandwidth.
This system can be improved and re-designed in order to stream MDC or Multiview coded video.
In the future, we plan to stream Multiview coded video over our hybrid network. Multiview
coded video may also have scalable layers; hence by implementing similar backup pool strategy,
this system can be used to stream 3D data.
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